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Supermolecular structures for poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) gels with unimodal and bimodal distributions of
the chain lengths between the crosslinks are investigated by a small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique. The
unimodal and bimodal networks are prepared by the end-linking reaction of oligomeric and polymeric
dimethylsiloxane mixtures with a series of compositions, and they are fully swollen in toluene. The scattering
profiles for unimodal networks primarily depend on whether the precursor chains are highly entangled or not in the
uncrosslinked state. For bimodal networks, the correlation lengthsY for the supermolecular structures do not
strongly depend on the mixing ratio of the precursor chains, and the values are close toY for the unimodal network
of oligomeric chains. The value ofY for the unimodal network of polymeric chains is larger than for the unimodal
network of oligomeric chains, while it is considerably reduced by adding a small amount of the oligomeric chain.
The experimental results are interpreted on the basis of the shortest closed circuits concept describing spatial non-
uniformities formed by end-linking, and the consideration that the elementary meshes in the networks composed
of long precursor chains are mainly formed by entanglements.q 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

The structure of polymer gels has attracted the attention of
physicists and physical chemists as an interesting example
of amorphous structures. It was often considered that the
structure of polymer gel is analogous to that of polymer
solution, since the polymer gel is a three-dimensional
polymer network containing solvent. A significant differ-
ence between them is that gel has a connectivity of polymer
chains due to crosslinks. Recently, it has been reported that
small angle X-ray or neutron scatterings (SAXS or SANS)
of swollen polymer networks exhibit some features which
cannot be explained by the classical concept: an excess
scattering of polymer gels relative to the solutions with
identical polymer concentration; an abnormal butterfly
pattern of uniaxially stretched gels1. Two independent
concepts have been proposed for the origin of these
phenomena: one is a spatial inhomogeneity frozen in
crosslinked network2–7, and the other is a coupling between
strain and thermal concentration fluctuation8. The recent
analysis of the static speckle patterns, which are obtained by
scanning through various positions in a gel with a laser
beam, indicates that the primary origin of the phenomena is
attributable to an inhomogeneity quenched in the cross-
linked networks9–11. These studies clearly indicate that
polymer gels have a certain long-range spatial heterogeneity
which does not exist in polymer solution. However, the type
of quenched inhomogeneity depends on the kind of
network system, and some models representing the
quenched inhomogeneities have been proposed together
with the corresponding scattering functions1–7. The spatial

inhomogeneities in randomly crosslinked networks, which
are made by introducing the crosslinks randomly into long
precursor chains, have been explained in terms of the non-
uniform distribution of the crosslinks leading to the
formation of regions with different crosslinking density.

It has been known that end-linked networks, which are
prepared by the end-linking reaction of the precursor chains
with a definite molecular weight, in the swollen state also
exhibit an excess scattering of qualitatively the same type as
for randomly crosslinked networks4,11,12. The concept of the
non-uniform distribution of crosslinks employed for
randomly crosslinked networks is not directly applicable
to end-linked networks. Another type of spatial inhomo-
geneity different from randomly crosslinked networks
should be considered, but it has remained unclear4.
Recently, a concept has been proposed to describe the
spatial non-uniformities formed by end-linking1,11. The
model attributes the non-uniformities to ‘shortest closed
circuits’ with various sizes originating from the fluctuation
in connectivity. The concept of the shortest closed circuits
suggests the possibility that even if all the precursor chains
have the same size and the reaction of all the functional
groups in the system is achieved, the resulting network has a
long-range spatial inhomogeneity.

The network structure in the short-scale concerning the
network chain length (i.e. mesh size) also remains
inconclusive. There have been two different standpoints
on the determinant of an elementary mesh of swollen
networks: one is based on the ‘original’c* theorem13

postulating the complete disinterpenetration (i.e. no over-
lapping) of precursor chains at equilibrium swelling12,14. It
regards a single precursor chain itself as an elementary mesh
of end-linked networks. The other considers that some
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degree of overlapping of precursor chains exists in the fully
swollen state, and that the elementary meshes are governed
by entanglement couplings trapped in the networks, termed
trapped entanglements15–20. Strictly, there is a significant
difference between Refs15–20 that Ref.15 is based on the
‘modified’ c* theorem where the trapped entanglements are
treated as elastically effective crosslinks, while Refs16–20

have argued the affine displacement of crosslinks in
swelling. The problem about the determinant of the
elementary mesh of swollen networks has been discussed
mainly from the viewpoint of the degree of equilibrium
swelling and elastic modulus for end-linked networks.
Although SAXS and SANS measurements of swollen
networks concentrate on the elucidation of a long-range
spatial heterogeneity in the structures, they may also give
some significant information about the short-range structure
concerning the elementary mesh.

A significant merit of the end-linking methods is that they
enable us to prepare networks in which the distributions of
the distances between crosslinks are controlled. Soni and
Stein21 prepared networks with the unimodal and bimodal
distributions of the chain lengths between crosslinks by end-
linking the mixtures of the long and short chains with
various mixing ratios, and investigated the light scatterings
of these networks. It is naturally expected that the bimodal
networks are more inhomogeneous in the scale of mesh size
than the unimodal networks. However, their experimental
results suggest that the situation in a larger spatial scale is
not so simple. In their study21, the excess scatterings in the
smallq (1.1 3 10¹3 Å ¹1 , q , 2.3 3 10¹3 Å ¹1 whereq is
the scattering vector) varied with the content of short
precursor chains in a complicated manner: the excess
scattering for the bimodal network with 95 mol% short
chains was larger than for the unimodal network of the short
chains, but it was smaller than for the unimodal one of
the long chains; the excess scattering is maximum for the
bimodal one with 50 mol% short chains, although
the polymer volume fraction is maximum for the unimodal
one of the short chains. This complicated but interesting
dependence of the excess scattering on the mixing ratio has
not yet been elucidated even qualitatively.

In this study, we have investigated the SAXS of the

swollen unimodal and bimodal networks prepared by
end-linking the mixtures of polymeric and oligomeric
dimethylsiloxane chains with a variety of mixing ratios.
The size ratio of the long chains to the short ones by
number-average molecular weight wasca. 11. The de-
pendence of the SAXS profiles for the unimodal networks
on the size of the precursor chains has been investigated.
The scattering patterns for the bimodal networks have been
examined as a function of the mixing ratio. The experi-
mental results have been interpreted on the basis of the
shortest closed circuits concept together with the considera-
tion that elementary meshes in the networks composed of
polymeric precursor chains are governed by trapped
entanglements.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples
Three kinds of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) differing

in average molecular weight, designated as PS, PM and PL,
were employed as the precursor chains for end-linking. PS
and the others have the methacryloyl (CH2yC(CH3)COO)
and vinyl groups at both ends, respectively. The number-
average and weight-average molecular weight (Mn andMw,
respectively) of each precursor chain were determined by
gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The chromato-
grams were obtained with a Shimadzu GPC LC-6A
equipped with a Shim-pack GPC80MC column. Polymer
concentration of the elutes was detected by differential
refractive analysis. The GPC measurements were made at
548C using chloroform as solvent under a flow rate of
1.0 ml min¹1. Under these conditions, the molecular weight
of PDMS is directly obtained from a calibration curve of a
series of standard polystyrenes without any further calcula-
tions22. The viscosity-average molecular weight (Mh) for
each precursor chain was obtained from intrinsic viscosity
([h]) in toluene on the basis of the [h]–M relationship for the
oligomeric23 or polymeric24 dimethylsiloxane/toluene
system. The values ofMn, Mw and Mh for each precursor
chain are listed inTable 1.

Tetrakisdimethylsiloxysilane was used as a crosslinker.
The end-linking reaction was performed by hydrosilylation
at 1008C for 24 h using the Spier’s catalyst (H2PtCl6·6H2O).
Three kinds of unimodal networks were made by end-
linking PS, PM and PL, which are designated US, UM and
UL, respectively. A bimodal network was prepared by
end-linking a mixture of PS and PL with a certain molar
mixing ratio. The molar mixing ratios of PS to PL byMn

were 1/9, 3/7, 6/4, 8/2 and 9/1. The corresponding bimodal
networks are designated as B19, B37, B64, B82 and B91,
respectively. The average molecular weight (Mav) of a
mixture of the precursor chains for each sample is shown in
Table 2. The molar ratio of the functional groups in the
precursor chains to [SiH] groups in the crosslinkers was
stoichiometric in the preparation of all the network samples.

The network samples were immersed in toluene until
equilibrium swelling was achieved. Unreacted materials
were thoroughly washed out by renewing the toluene every
day. The polymer volume fraction in equilibrium swollen
networks (fe) was determined by measuring the weights of
the samples in the equilibrium swollen and fully dry state
together with the assumption of the additivity with respect
to volume. The fully dry state was achieved by drying the
swollen gels in which the unreacted materials had been
extracted. The values offe for each sample are listed in
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Table 1 Number-, weight- and viscosity-average molecular weights (Mn,
Mw andMh, respectively) of precursor PDMS chains

Mn Mw Mh Mw/Mn

PS 4.243 103 6.813 103 4.443 103 1.61
PM 2.003 104 3.793 104 3.613 104 1.90
PL 4.613 104 7.983 104 7.483 104 1.73

Table 2 Number-average molecular weights of precursor chains (Mav),
polymer volume fractions in equilibrium swollen state (fe), correlation
lengths for supermolecular structures (Y) for unimodal and bimodal net-
work samples

Sample mol% of
short chains

Mav fe Y (Å)

US 100 4.243 103 0.251 56.6
UM 0 2.003 104 0.100 100
UL 0 4.613 104 0.0793 107
B91 0.900 8.433 103 0.157 66.3
B82 0.800 1.263 104 0.170 64.4
B64 0.600 2.103 104 0.135 64.8
B37 0.300 3.353 104 0.164 60.0
B19 0.100 4.193 104 0.143 59.2



Table 2. The weight fractions of the unreacted materials for
all the bimodal network samples were less than 10 wt%. A
simple calculation shows that the quantities of the unreacted
materials are not so large as to cause significant differences
in the compositions of the precursor chains before and after
crosslinking, i.e. the mixing ratios in the preparation were
realized in the resulting networks with an accuracy enough
not to prevent quantitative discussion.

SAXS measurements
SAXS measurements were performed with an SAXES

optics25 installed at BL-10C of the Photon Factory of
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba,
Japan. The wavelength of the incident X-ray from
synchrotron radiation was 1.488 A˚ . Samples were placed
in a cell having two mica windows separated by 2 mm. The
scattered X-ray was detected by a one-dimensional position-
selective proportional counter (PSPC). The calibration for
the sensitivity to X-ray at each position of PSPC was carried
out. A toluene sample was used for background subtraction.
The contribution of the empty cell was also subtracted.

RESULTS

Unimodal networks
Figure 1 shows the SAXS profiles of the unimodal

networks UL, UM and US in the equilibrium swollen state.
The SAXS profile for the PM solution withf ¼ 0.1 equal to
fe of UM is also shown. The profiles for the networks are
arbitrarily shifted in the vertical direction to prevent them
from overlapping. As is clearly seen, the scattering
intensities (I) in the small q region for UM are much
larger than for the PM solution. The excess scatterings of
this type are substantially similar to those reported for
various swollen gels1. It is also seen that the values ofI
for UL and UM are not fully saturated in the lowq limit,
while theq dependence ofI for US shows the quasi-plateau
in the smallq region. A definite level off ofI for UL and UM
presumably occurs at a lowerq.

Figure 2 shows the plots of the inverse ofI versus q2 in
q , 3:1 3 10¹ 2Å ¹ 1 for PM solution and the unimodal
networks. It can be seen that the data points for PM solution,
and inq , 2.3 3 10¹2 Å ¹1 for the unimodal networks fall
on the straight lines. The scattering spectra which show the
linear relation betweenI andq2 are satisfactorily described
by the following Ornstein–Zernike function1:

I (q) ¼
I (0)

1þ q2Y2: (1)

Here,Y is the correlation length, and values ofY obtained
for the network samples are given inTable 2. It is seen that
the values ofY for UL and UM are comparable, while those
for US are larger. The value of the correlation lengthy
obtained for PM solution was 17.7 A˚ which agrees well
with y ¼ 17.5 Å from the experimental relation (logy ¼
0.504 ¹ 0.74 logf) for the PDMS–toluene solution
reported by Mallamet al.26. Mh ( ¼ 4.0 3 104) of PDMS
used in their SANS study is almost the same as that of
PM ð ¼ 3:6 3 104Þ. Here, we assignedy and Y to the
correlation lengths for polymer solution and gels, respec-
tively, because they have different physical origins:y andY
are related to the dynamic fluctuation of polymer concen-
tration and the static frozen heterogeneities in the gels,
respectively.

In a sufficiently highq region, theq dependence ofI is
expected to approach asymptotically to one for an isolated
polymer chain with excluded volume effect, i.e.I,q¹D with
D > 5/3 whereD is the fractal dimension1. However, theq
dependence ofI in high q in Figure 1 is not so strong as the
expected power law, indicating that the highq limit in this
study does not reach theq region showing the spatial
correlation characteristic of a single network chain.

Figure 3 indicates the reduced scattering profiles for the
unimodal networks after the conventional normalizing
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Figure 1 SAXS profiles for the unimodal networks and the PM solution
with f ¼ 0.1. The curves for the networks are arbitrarily shifted in the
vertical direction to prevent them from overlapping

Figure 2 Plots of the inverse ofI againstq2 for the unimodal networks
and PM solution withf ¼ 0.1 (symbols as inFigure 1)

Figure 3 Normalized SAXS profiles for the unimodal networks



method, i.e. the normalization ofI by fe
1. In the normal-

ization procedure, we took the magnitudes of the influences
of experimental errors on the normalization into account.
The results of the normalization are influenced by the
experimental errors involved in the determination of the film
thickness andfe, the magnitudes of which were evaluated to
be ca. 10% andca. 2%, respectively. The vertical shift

caused by these experimental errors is6 0.02 decade. It is
found in Figure 3 that theq dependence ofI for US is
weaker than for UL and UM, while the profiles for UL and
UM coincide over the wholeq.

Bimodal networks
Figure 4shows the SAXS profiles for a series of bimodal

networks in the fully swollen state together with those for
the unimodal networks. The profiles are vertically shifted to
an arbitrary degree to avoid overlapping. The quasi-plateau
of I(q) in the low q region is observed for all the bimodal
networks. It should be noted that the quasi-plateau in small
q, which is not observed in UL, appears in B19 in spite of
the small fraction (10 mol%) of PS. It is also found that the
scattering profiles for the bimodal networks show a shoulder
atq > 2.53 10¹2 Å ¹1, although it is not very enhanced. The
shoulder is especially noticeable for B91 and B82.
The effects of the bimodal size distributions of precursor
chains on the network structures are clearly found in the
comparison of the curves for B64 and UM which were
prepared by the precursor chains with almost the same
average molecular weights. TheI(q) for B64 shows the level
off at smallq and the shoulder aspect both of which are not
seen for UM.

Figure 5 shows the plots ofI ¹1 versus q2 for B82, B37
and B19. As can be seen, the relations betweenI ¹1 versus q2

at q , 2.5 3 10¹2 Å ¹1 are well expressed by the straight
lines. The same types of plot using the data for B91 and B64
showed a similar behaviour, though the data are not shown
in the figure. As mentioned before, these results mean that
the scattering spectra inq , 2.53 10¹2 Å ¹1 for the bimodal
networks are well reproduced by equation (1). We show in
Table 2 the values ofY for the bimodal networks. The
experimental error inY is estimated to be6 3 Å. The values
of Y for the bimodal networks do not seem to depend
strongly on the mixing ratio.

It can be seen that theq dependence ofI in the highq
region is influenced by the mixing ratio, and it tends to
become stronger with the increase in the PL fraction.

Various types of scattering functions have been proposed
to reproduce the scattering spectra over the entireq for
polymer gels1. They are roughly divided into two groups,
one of which is a generalized Ornstein–Zernike function27,
and the other is a combination of two different functions: a
Lorentzian and squared Lorentzian5; a Lorentzian and
Gaussian2; a Lorentzian and stretched exponential28;
another two complex functions6. It should be noted that
none of them satisfactorily and consistently reproduce the
present experimental scattering patterns over the wholeq for
all the networks in this study.

In order to compare closely the SAXS profiles for a series
of bimodal networks, we show inFigure 6 the normalized
ones in whichI were reduced byfe. The curves were
obtained by smoothing the normalized data by the
polynomial functions so that the profiles of different
samples can be clearly discriminated. It is found that the
reduced scattering spectra for a series of bimodal networks
and US agree well in the lowq region (q , 4 3 10¹2 Å ¹1),
while they are separated in the highq region.

DISCUSSION

Unimodal networks
The excess scatterings of UM relative to PM at smallq in

Figure 1 suggest the existence of some supermolecular
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Figure 4 SAXS profiles for the bimodal networks together with the
unimodal networks. The curves are arbitrarily shifted in the vertical
direction to prevent them from overlapping

Figure 5 Plots of the inverse ofI againstq2 for B82, B64 and B37
(symbols as inFigure 4)

Figure 6 Normalized SAXS profiles for the bimodal networks, US and
UL



structure with a large correlation length in the network. The
supermolecular structures formed by end-linking are likely
to be qualitatively explained by the concept of the shortest
closed circuits (SCCs)1,11. The SCC concept attributes the
long-range spatial inhomogeneities to the size distribution
of the SCCs resulting from the fluctuation of connectivity.
An example of supermolecular structures based on the SCC
concept is schematically shown inFigure 7 where the
functionality of crosslinks (f) is four. Figure 7 well
represents a topological feature of an end-linked network
system: a fluctuation of connectivity resulting in a long-
range spatial inhomogeneity emerges in the network, even if
all the functional groups have reacted. In an actual reaction
bath, it is difficult to conduct the reaction fully quantita-
tively, i.e. the complete reaction of all the functional groups.
This is mainly due to the increase of steric hindrance around
the functional groups during the crosslinking reaction29–31.
The incompleteness in the reaction generates crosslinks
whose functionality is less than four, i.e. three, two or even
one, which leads to a further increase in the fluctuation of
connectivity29–32. The supermolecular structure consists of
two regions differing in the density of network chains: the
region in which the precursor chains are connected to each
other; the region which is empty of precursor chains
(corresponding to shortest closed circuit). This type of
supermolecular structure may be common to many
unimodal networks prepared by end-linking, while the
correlation length for a supermolecular structure (Y) should
depend on the size of the precursor chain.Y corresponds to
the mean size of the SCCs which is roughly equivalent to the
inter-cluster distance. Here, ‘cluster’ means the region in
which the density of network chains is higher than the
average.

It is expected fromFigure 7 that the supermolecular
structures based on the SCC concept possess a fractal
nature: when the elementary mesh size becomes larger,Y
increases in proportion to the elementary mesh size, while
theq dependence ofI is unchanged, i.e. the scattering curve
is shifted to the smallerq side keeping the identical shape.
On the basis of this concept, the larger values ofY for UM
and UL than for US are attributable to the larger molecular

masses of PM and PL than of PS. On the other hand, UM
and UL had comparable values ofY, and both the reduced
scattering profiles showed the almost perfect coincidence
over the wholeq without any horizontal shift, in spite of the
considerable size difference between PM and PL. These
results strongly suggest that the elementary meshes in UM
and UL are governed not by the chemical crosslinks but by
trapped entanglements. The molecular weight between
adjacent entanglements (Me) and the critical molecular
weight for the formation of entanglement couplings (Mc)
were reported to be 8.13 103 (Ref.33) and 1.663 104 (Ref.
34) for PDMS, respectively. The molecular weight of PS is
smaller thanMe, while those of PM and PL are larger than
Mc. This also suggests the consideration that the elementary
meshes in US are primarily governed by PS, while those in
UM and UL are determined by trapped entanglements. (Our
previous study20 on the elastic modulus of end-linked
PDMS networks suggested that even if the molecular mass
of the precursor chain is less thanMc, a certain amount of
trapped entanglements are formed. However, in such a
network, the chemical crosslinks are major in quantity,
while the trapped entanglements are minor.) In addition,
values offe for UM and UL are comparable, so that UM and
UL have an elementary mesh with almost the same size,
and show quite similar spatial correlations over the wholeq.

The almost perfect coincidence of the reduced scattering
curves without any horizontal shifts, and the comparable
values of Y for UM and UL strongly suggests that the
complete disinterpenetration of precursor chains in the fully
swollen state, which the originalc* theorem postulates, does
not occur. According to the postulate of the originalc*
theorem, a finite horizontal shift must be necessary for the
superposition of the reduced scattering curves, and a
significant difference inY should be observed for UM and
UL. The magnitude of the horizontal shift and the ratio ofY
for UM and UL may be given by the ratio of the dimension
of PM and PL in good solvent, i.e. (MPL/MPM)0.6 whereMPL

and MPM are the molecular mass of PL and PM,
respectively. The ratio is estimated to beca. 1.6, which
corresponds to 0.2 decade as horizontal shift factor. Such a
difference is not observed inY and the scattering curves for
UL and UM. The invalidity of the postulate of the original
c* theorem has also been reported in some swelling
experiments15,18–20.

From a strict viewpoint of the fractal nature of the SCC
concept, the normalized scattering curve for US is requested
to have the same shape as those for UM and UL, and to be
located at the largerq side relative to those for UM and UL
according to the difference in the elementary mesh sizes (i.e.
Me and MPS). However, as is seen inFigure 3, the q
dependence ofI over the wholeq for US is slightly weaker
than for UM and UL, implying that the spatial correlation
for supermolecular structure in US is not entirely identical
with those in UM and UL. This discrepancy may originate
from some differences in the details of the supermolecular
structure between the two kinds of network whose
elementary meshes are governed by entanglement couplings
and by the oligomeric precursor chains themselves. We
consider that the supermolecular structures in both the
network systems are essentially described by the SCC
concept, although some differences in the details of the
supermolecular structures between them are observed.

Bimodal networks
The agreement in the reduced spectra at smallq for a

series of bimodal networks and US, which is seen in
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Figure 7 Schematic representation of the supermolecular structure in an
end-linked network on the basis of the shortest closed circuits concept1,11.
The functionality of crosslink is four



Figure 6, means that the spatial correlations for the
supermolecular structures in these networks are similar.
This is also shown by the fact thatY for the bimodal
networks does not strongly depend on the mixing ratio, and
the values are close to those for US. We may approximate
Y > 60 Å for the bimodal networks irrespective of the mixing
ratio. It is surprising that there are no great differences in the
long-range spatial correlations between a series of bimodal
networks and US, and that the discrepancies are observed
only in the relatively small-range spatial correlations.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy thatY for UL is considerably
decreased by the addition of the small amount of PS, which
is clearly demonstrated by the emergence of saturation inI
at low q for B19 which is not observed for UL. This result
means that the long-range concentration fluctuation in the
unimodal network of the long chains is depressed by the
addition of a small amount of short chains, which is contrary
to the intuitive concept thatY for B19 is larger than or
comparable to that for UL. We propose a structural model
which explains the above experimental results in the next
section.

In the highq region, theq dependence ofI showed the
tendency to become weaker with increasing PS fraction.
This should be because the screening effect on the excluded
volume effects in the polymeric network chains by the
oligomeric ones is enhanced with increasing the PS fraction.

Supermolecular structure in unimodal and bimodal
networks

Firstly, we discuss the supermolecular structure in the
unimodal networks. As stated in the previous section, the
supermolecular structures for the unimodal networks are
substantially described by the network structure having
SCCs with various sizes.Y for the unimodal networks
should correspond to the mean size of the SCCs. Since the
elementary unit in the SCC concept is the mesh of
the network,Y primarily depends on the elementary mesh
size.Y increases with increasing size of the precursor chains
(equivalent to the elementary mesh size), as long as the
precursor chains are so oligomeric that entanglement
couplings are not formed in the uncrosslinked state. When
the precursor chains are polymeric enough to be highly
entangled before crosslinking (i.e. the mesh size is mainly
determined by trapped entanglements),Y remains constant
(YL) regardless of the size of the precursor chains. The
schematic representation for the supermolecular structures
in US and UL are drawn inFigure 8aandd, respectively. It
should be noted that inFigure 8aandd the elementary mesh

sizes correspond to the size of the oligomeric precursor
chain itself and the distance between adjacent trapped
entanglements, respectively. We expect that the molecular
mass of elementary mesh in UL is about twice as large as in
US on the basis of the difference betweenMe ¼ 8100 and
the molecular weight of PS.

For the bimodal networks, at first, we consider the system
with a large fraction of PL such as sample B19. An
important key for the supermolecular structure in such a
network is the significant difference inY between UL and
B19. Employing the SCC concept together with the
recognition that the elementary meshes in UL are governed
by trapped entanglements, we semi-quantitatively explain
the significant reduction inY for UL by only 10 mol%
addition of PS in the following. The change in the structure
from UL to B19 may be simply described by the
replacement of one PL chain with one PS chain per 10 PL
chains in UL. The PL chains in UL have 6–10 entanglement
points per chain. The replacement of a PL chain with a PS
chain means that 6–10 elementary meshes are lost, and the
PS chain, whose size is almost half as long as
the entanglement distance, is inserted instead. Here, we
roughly estimate the degree of reduction in the mean size of
the SCCs caused by such a replacement. Let us consider a
circle with diameter 107 A˚ equal to Y for UL. The
circumference of this circle corresponds toca. 18 pieces
of elementary mesh formed by entanglements. Here, the size
of the elementary mesh (y) was calculated using 31/2y ¼
〈R2

g〉1=2 ¼ 0.17M0.58 (Å)35 with M ¼ 8.13 103 where〈R2
g〉 is

the mean-square radius of gyration. For simplicity, if the
replacement is entirely applied to the circumference (i.e. a
whole PL chain is a part of the circumference),ca. 8 pieces
of elementary mesh on the circumference are lost by the
replacement. Consequently, the diameter of the circle is
decreased toca. 60 Å. (Here, the contribution of the inserted
PS chain to the reduced circumference was neglected for
simplicity.) Though this estimation is primitive, it at least
semi-quantitatively explains the significant difference inY
between UL and B19. It should be emphasized that if an
elementary mesh is assumed to correspond to a PL chain,
which is the postulate of the originalc* theorem, the degree
of reduction in the diameter of the circle by such a
replacement remains not more than 20%, which is too small
to explain the experimental results.

Almost the same value ofY for B19 and B37 would
suggest that the reducing effects onY by the addition of PS
are saturated at a PS fraction of less than 10 mol%. It is also
interesting that the values ofY for B19 and B37 are almost
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Figure 8 Schematic representation of supermolecular structures in bimodal networks with a series of PS fractions: (a) with 100 mol% PS; (b) with a large PS
fraction; (c) with a small PS fraction; (d) with 0 mol% PS. The elementary mesh size in (a) is equivalent to the size of PS, while that in (d) corresponds tothe
distance between adjacent trapped entanglements



equal to that for US. This indicates that the mean size of the
SCCs reduced by the addition of PS (YLS) is comparable to
that for the unimodal network of PS (YS) (i.e.YLS > YS), as
is shown inFigure 8.

Next we consider the bimodal networks with a large
fraction of PS such as samples B91 and B82. The
experimental results showed thatY for US is close to that
for B91 and B82. However, the types of supermolecular
structures in US and B91 should be different. The network
structure for B91 and B82 has two regions very different in
hardness, one of which is composed of a number of PS
chains, and the other contains a PL chain. Swelling will
have the effect of clarifying such a heterogenity in the
network structures: the soft regions swell more than the hard
ones, so that a PL chain is disinterpenetrated. The situation
is schematically shown inFigure 8b. If Y for B91 and B82
corresponds to the distance between the hard domains which
is almost equivalent to the size of the soft domains,Y will be
close to the dimension of a PL chain in an isolated state in
good solvent (Y i). It should be noted thatY i (> 69 Å) is close
to YS. Here,Y i was obtained using the above-mentioned
relation between〈R2

g〉 andM together withMw ¼ 7.983 104.
The above considerations explain the experimental

results that a long-range spatial correlation is not very
sensitive to the mixing ratio except that the difference inY
between UL and B19 is significant: as the PS fraction
increases from zero to one, the correlation lengthY for the
supermolecular structure will shift continuously in such a
way asYL → YLS → Y i → YS. However, three (YLS, Y i and
YS) of the four kinds ofY which characterize four different
types of supermolecular structure, are unexpectedly com-
parable (ca. 60,70 Å), hence the long-range spatial
correlations for US and a series of bimodal networks are
almost identical. On the other hand, since the replacement of
PL with PS in UL has significantly reduced the mean size
of the SCCs even if the PS amount is small, a considerable
difference in YL and YLS is observed. The addition of
10 mol% PS reduces the mean size of the SCCs to a value
close toY i (and YS), so that any great differences in the
long-range spatial correlation are not seen for the networks
with PS fractions of more than 10 mol%.

The maximum dependence of the excess scattering on the
mixing ratio, which was reported by Soni and Stein21, has
not been observed in this study. In their study, the
oligomeric dimethylsiloxane chains whoseMn is 7.7 3
102 was employed, and the size ratio of the long precursor
chain to the short one byMn was ca. 29. The oligomeric
chain in their study is shorter, and the size ratio is larger than
in this study. The significant differences in the experimental
results between both studies suggest that the supermolecular
structures in the bimodal networks will depend not only on
the mixing ratio but also on the molecular mass of the short
precursor chain and/or the size ratio of the two kinds of
precursor chain. In order to elucidate the dependence
of supermolecular structures on these factors, the bimodal
networks prepared by controlling these factors sys-
tematically should be investigated. This will be the subject
of future work.
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